
 

Registered attendees will be required to be fully vaccinated; Spicers Balfour may request to see
your vaccination certificate upon arrival. We do not have a position on the rights and wrongs of
this decision but simply acknowledge our responsibility to abide by it as we have with all
directives issued since the start of the pandemic. Whether you agree or disagree with this, we ask
that you be sensitive to the situation and follow them in the interests of the community. All of our
Facilitators are vaccinated in accordance with the directive. 
Registered attendees cannot attend the in person components of the training if they are feeling
unwell or showing any signs of illness - should this happen, you will be offered a spot in the next
in person training (transfer will incur an additional fee of $250 to cover catering) or virtual training
(transfer is free of charge)
Should the likelihood of in person facilitation be in doubt due to a Facilitator falling unwell with
COVID or due to government restrictions, the in person component of the training will either
change to virtual facilitation (if the Facilitator is able) or the dates will be changed. 

Update on 25 January 2022

Thank you for your interest in attending the Dare to Lead™ Training. 

As we all learn to live with COVID, please rest assured that we are committed to safeguarding the
welfare of all our attendees and team. 

We wholeheartedly understand that the best laid plans can be quickly turned on their head at the
moment, so we'll work with all potential and registered attendees to ensure their Certification
experience is fulfilling, memorable and complete. In some instances, it may take a dash of flexibility,
some patience and a lot of understanding, but we promise that we will do everything in our power to
make sure every experience is enjoyable. 

Thank you for reviewing and noting the following Precautionary Policies before purchasing your ticket
for any of our Training Programs that have an in person component: 

Should you have any questions before booking, please don't hesitate to reach out and one of our
friendly support team members will be in touch within 24 hours -
info@courageousleadershiphub.com.au
 
These precautions are subject to change at any time and thus we will update our COVID-19
Precautionary Policy as and when required. 

Our COVID-19 Precautionary Policy


